Sextus Empiricus and Greek Scepticism

An excerpt from The Literary World: A Monthly Review of Current Literature: A thesis
successfully offered by Mary Mills Patrick, for a degree at the University of Bern, is here
printed, as supplying what had before been lacking in English, a convenient statement of the
tenets of Pyrrhonism. The technical term epoche, used to mean suspension of judgment,
appears to be very prominent in this system, and prized as a means to the desirable end called
alaraxia, tranquillity. Pyrrho, from whom the school of thought was often called Pyrrhonism,
was an ascetic moralist in the suite of Alexander the Great in India, later living at Elis. Sextus
Empiricus is believed to have been a physician, in about the last part of the second century of
our era, and a Greek, though probably resident at Rome, who wrote in advocacy of skeptical
views of phenomena. A translation of the first book of his work, Pyrrhonic Sketches, is
annexed to the essay. This contains the ten tropes which form a most important part of this
philosophy, and which seem to be arguments full of illustrations, and leading to the great
skeptical doctrine of suspense of judgment, practically about what Prof. Huxley has named
agnosticism. Five more tropes are added by Sextus, as of later origin than the ten. A resume of
all these, and a criticism of Pyrrhonism, are given in the body of the thesis. Painstaking study
is indicated by the great number of citations of many other writers. The style of argument of
Sextus Empiricus is that curious compound of mental ingenuity and crudeness of scientific
knowledge characteristic of his nation and time. ...REVIEWS: Miss Patrick has discussed the
position of Sextus Empiricus as a philosopher, with great critical insight. The volume is full of
curious learning. â€”Westminster Review. A very excellent philosophical monograph. Would
that all home degrees in philosophy were given for as good and deserving work. â€”Glasgow
Herald. A short, scholarly monograph.... It deals with the subject critically and historically,
and includes a clearly written account of Pyrrho, the patriarch of the sceptic school.
â€”Literature. The inquirer into Pyrrhonism and the development of Greek scepticism will be
grateful for this study. -St. James Gazette.
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Sextus, is why Skeptics get their name (I 7): 'to investigate' in Greek is. fr~ PREFACE THE
following treatise on Sextus Empiricus and Greek Scepticism has been prepared to supply a
need much felt in the English language by. We know very little about Sextus Empiricus, aside
from the fact that he was a physician. He may have been alive as early as.
Sextus Empiricus is the most eminent representative of the ancient sceptisism, tical elements
in the works of many Greek Pre-Socratic philos- ophers, the term. Sextus Empiricus was a
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Sketches); The complete works of. Language(s): English. Published: Cambridge, Deighton
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vii. Sextus Empiricus, (flourished 3rd century), ancient Greek philosopher-historian who
produced the only extant comprehensive account of Greek Skepticism in his . Loading data..
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[Cambridge: Deighton Bell & Co., ], 1). Today, to hold the idea that a school of thought does
not.
Sextus Empiricus and Greek scepticism by Mary Mills Patrick. a translation from the Greek of
the first book of the Pyrrhonic sketches by Sextus Empiricus. .
Sextus Empiricus and Greek Scepticism (paperback). An excerpt from The Literary World: A
Monthly Review of Current Literature:A thesis successfully offered by. Patrick's Sextus
Empiricus Sextus Empiricus and Greek Scepticism. A Degree Thesis Accompanied by a
Translation of the First Book of the 'Pyrrhonic Sketches, '.
Sextus Empiricus, the last great ancient skeptic, expounds a radical branch of the tradition
called Pyrrhonism. Peter raises some doubts about. Brittain, C. (). Cicero: on Academic
Scepticism. Indianapolis: Hackett. Bury, R. G. (â€“). Sextus Empiricus. 4 vols. Greek text and
English translation.
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